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No. M- 12ott I 3 I 2017- 18/MD
Government of India,
Ministry of Textiles,

Office of the Development Commissioner (Handicrafts)
Ulest Block VII, R. K. Puram,

New Delhi- 110056.
Date: 2O.O6.2OL9

Participation of artisans in Dilli Haat. INA. New Delhi

Applications are invited from the eligible artisans having Pahchan card for participation
in Dilli Haat, INA for the following slots:

Slot 07 - O1.O7.2o19 to L5.O7.2019
Slot 08 - 16.07.2019 to 31.07.2019
Slot O9 - O1.O8.2O19 to 15.08.2019
Slot 1O - 16.08.2019 to 31.O8.2O19

The eligible artisans can apply through the concerned handicrafts service centres from
where the Pahchan Cards have been issued or can apply directly to the Headquarters with
the following guidelines.

1. The artisan should have not participated in Dilli Haat, INA during last six months.

2. The artisan should have Aadhar based Pahchan Card

3. The selected artisan should reach Dilli Haat, INA one day before the slot for
allotment of stalls, which will be done through lottery system in presence of
participants.

4. The artisans has to pay the rental of stalls to Delhi Tourism Corporation.
5. The artisan should carry only those items against which he/she has been selected

for participation.

6. The artisan should carry one original photo Identity proof other than Pahchan Card

and Helper should carry two original photo Identity proofs.

7. No TA/DA will be paid for participation in Dilli Haat, INA, New Delhi.

8. Only helper other than the artisan is allowed in the stall. Helper should be in the
blood relation with the artisan or from the same village or locality. If some

unauthorised person found in the stall, the same will be closed immediately. If
original artisan is not available in the stall, the helper could not seat in the stall. In
such cases, the stall will be closed immediately.

9. During the surprise inspection of the stalls by HQ team, any artisan may be asked

to demonstrate his/her skills, so artisans concerned are requested to prove the
genuineness of their craftsmanship through live demonstration or through any other
medium like video clip of demonstration etc.

10. Cut off dates for acceptance of application for Dilli Haat at Head Quarter office are fixed.

Application will be accepted 6 days prior to the beginning of the event & date of acceptance

of applications will be closed 2 days before the beginning of the event.

Yours faithfully,

0")
(Anirudh Kapil)

Assistant Director (MSS)


